In George Washington's Time

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
2. nations or groups working toward the same goals or fighting in support of each other
4. a large far or estate, usually worked with slave labor
6. to admit defeat in a battle and accept what the enemy demands
8. giving liberty to a slave or slaves
9. to legally end something (usually used for ending slavery)
11. related to a region or section of a country (New England, the Southeast, etc.)
13. additional troops sent by an army to support the soldiers already in a place
15. the amount of money paid for or available for a purpose
17. over a period of time rather than immediately
19. a chance of losing something
21. the result of an action; what it caused
22. the power to command, or to enforce the law
23. citizen soldiers prepared to defend their home area from attack but not part of a regular army

Down
1. a period of ten years
3. an important organization established for a special purpose
4. a love of country or one's own nation
5. the rules of life a person considers important
7. not choosing sides in a war or dispute
10. a big mistake
12. laws to govern a country
14. the first action or decision in a new situation-- making it an example that will probably be followed by others in that situation
15. related to money
16. a nation's armed forces (army and navy, etc.)
18. the usual soldiers of a country, rather than a militia
20. related to home or to one's own country (not foreign)